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The three pillars of modern maneuver warfare 
are coordinated fires, maneuver, and 
communication, commonly referred to as: 
shoot, move, communicate.
With such a stress on the ability to Shoot, 
Move, and Communicate, why does SOF use 
communications systems that prohibit operators 
from accomplishing this trifecta in all terrain 
types, independent of vehicles, simultaneously? 
Sample of Existing Military SATCOM Systems
SMCL SATCOM Antenna Design
(Stand alone, Man portable, Constantly on, Low visibility) 
Theoretical Goals
• Meet or exceed 2.1 dB of transmission power (gain)
• Focus the transmitting directionality of the antenna near the vertical axis
• Achieve a usable frequency bandwidth must be within 250 MHz to 350 MHz
The way ahead
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Concept Goals
Design a SATCOM antenna which meets the 
following criteria:
• Must be a stand-alone, man portable, dismounted system independent of a 
base station
• Must be able to use existing military radios (Harris 152A) and SATCOM
infrastructure
• Must be on-the-go or constantly receiving and able to transmit instantly
• Must be low visibility: cannot produce a command and control signature 
observable from small arms fire range or alter mission load-outs
This Capstone proves the viability of the SMCL





• Shakespeare’s	RamHead SATCOM antenna
• Iridium	SAT	phone
• Harris’	GNOMAD SATCOM system
Initial Concept
Results
ü 4.02 dB gain
ü Directionality focused near the vertical axis
ü Usable frequency bandwidth of ~275 MHz to ~295 MHz
